
 
 
VALVE GEAR PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS RUNNING IN MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
 
  These Windows valve gear programs were written be tweem 1998 and 2007 by 
Charles J. Dockstader HCR 69 Box 3111, California V alley, CA 93453-3111   
      805 475 2519  charliejack@tcsn.net     
  The programs have been placed in Public Domain an d are FREEWARE. They 
are not to be sold. The programs can be copied and distributed.  
  The author accepts no responsibility for any clai m arising from the use 
of these programs. 
 
  The following instructions are not complete or fi nal. 
 
NOTE *********** 
  The individual valve gears have not been optimize d for best results. 
 
NOTE *********** 
  A problem may exist where the slide bars are mask ing the displayed 
data. 
  Windows has a setup available that is called Larg e Fonts and it changes 
the scaling of fonts causing the problem. It is at RightClick 
DeskTop/Properties/Settings/Advanced/ (font size). This can be set to 
Small Fonts (the default) and the computer restarte d.  
  Or in the program Setup an item called SetLargeFo nts will change the 
scaling of the text position so the displayed data is not under the slide 
bars. 
 
NOTE *********** 
  Each valve gear has an INSTRUCTIONS SPECIAL file that may contain 
special instructions for that valve gear. 
 
SCROLL BARS 
  A normal scroll bar has a small change when an en d button is clicked, a 
larger change when an area between the end button a nd the slide is 
clicked and a greater change when the slide is drag ged with the mouse. 
Using a normal scroll bar, the slide will stay wher e it is placed when 
the mouse button is released. The normal scroll bar  has fixed limits and 
can move a variable between these limits. 
  The scroll bars used for the pan, zoom, reference  points and dynamic 
variables operate in a slightly different manner. A ll these functions 
need fine adjustment with some needing large value changes. The scroll 
bars have a fixed limit of change but the slide wil l return to the center 
when released. Thus the value can be changed beyond  the normal limit of 
the scroll bar by moving the slide several times, r eleasing it between 
each move. If the slide is moved slowly, the final value will have a 
larger change. If the slide is moved quickly, the v alue will have a 
smaller change. 
  To set the engine in midgear reverse, first click  CENT button, then 
click the left slde bar button. 
 
REFERENCE POINTS 
  Reference points are used to mark or to measure d imensions on the 
graphics motion screen. 



  RefPoints brings up the 2 referance points and fo ur scroll bars that 
will move the reference points horizontally and ver tically. Also the two 
buttons RP1 and RP2 are turned on. These buttons pa n the graphics so a 
referance point is moved to the center of the scree n. Thus making it 
easier to zoom in on a referance point. The left mo use button when 
clicked on the graphics motion screen will move the  reference #1 to that 
mouse cursor position on the screen. RefPoints are not active above the 
lower edge of the reference data. The right mouse b utton will move the 
reference #2 in the same manner. 
 
PAN AND ZOOM 
  The 'Norm' button will pan and zoom the graphics to the initial 
starting point of the internal dimentional data cal led Nominal. Buttons 1 
to 6 are preset buttons and have an initial preset.  If pan and zoom are 
used to position the graphics motion and this posit ion is to be used 
again, first click the 'P' button and then click on e of the six preset 
buttons, which sets that preset button to the prese nt view. 
  To save preset settings-- 
  After setting the preset buttons, click the 'Norm ' button. Click the 
'Save As' button. Select the destination folder. En ter the name for the 
file to be saved. Click the 'Save' button. 
  After restarting the program, click the 'File Ope n' button. Select the 
folder containing your saved file. Select the file.  Click 'Open'. Click 
the preset numbers from 1 to 6. 
  If the scale has been changed or the main desired  view is off screen, 
then set up preset '1' for your main view. Save dim entional data file 
with this view present. When restarting the program , open the desired 
dimentional data file and don't use the 'Norm' butt on. Also if scale or 
units have been changed, check the two scaling fact ors, correct if 
necessary and resave dimentional data file. See SCA LING FACTORS. 
  To display several Valve Gears-- 
  Start the first Valve Gear. In 'SetUp' select 'Se tScreenDataOff'. In 
'SetUp' select 'SetPanZoomOn'. Pan and zoom the ima ge to the upper left 
corner. Drag the lower right corner to set the wind ow size. Drag the 
window to the right and position it. In 'SetUp' sel ect 'SetPanZoomOff'. 
Start the second Valve Gear. Repeat the pan and zoo m procedure used for 
the first Valve Gear. Reopen the first Valve Gear. 
 
CHANGING DIMENSIONS 
  The dimensions are in the Edit/FrameDim or CylDim  boxes. The dimensions 
are changed using the Windows procedure. A single c lick on the value will 
allow the value to be modified using the BACKSPACE or DELETE keys, or a 
digit will be added or overwritten depending on the  INSERT key. A double 
click will change the background color and the new value must be entered. 
The changed value is NOT ACTIVE until the next vari able to be changed is 
clicked or the Enter key is clicked or the Close bu tton is clicked. 
  Changing a dimension can activate the Error Beep and the visual ERR 
icon if the dimension is too large or too small cau sing the calculation 
to make an error. If the scale is being changed, th e Error Beep will 
sound and the visual ERR icon will display until al l or most all 
dimensions have been changed to the new scale. The Error Beep and visual 
ERR icon can be turned off at the...  Main Menu / S etup / 
SetErrorBeepOff. 



  In the FrameDim and CylDim boxes there is a small  button to the left of 
each item. Clicking this button will bring up a gra phic display showing 
the position of the selected dimension. Clicking ag ain will return to the 
main graphics. 
 
DYNAMIC VARIABLES 
  To activate a Dynamic Variable, the value of the Variable must be 
clicked in Edit/FrameDim or CylDim to display the v ariables. Bring up the 
display of up to 4 Dynamic Variables from the Main Menu or Tool Bar. 
  The adjacent Scroll Bars can be used to change th e values of the 
Dynamic Variables. The Scroll Bars will increase th e value when the bar 
is dragged to the right of center with the mouse an d decrease when 
dragged to the left of center. When the mouse is re leased, the Scroll Bar 
will return to its center position. Picking the End  button of the Scroll 
Bar will change the variable by 0.001 units, 0.1 un its for angles. 
Holding the mouse button down will step the variabl e in 0.001 units, 0.1 
units for angels. Picking the area between the end button and the bar, 
the change will be 0.01 units, 1.0 units for angles . Holding the mouse 
button down will step the variable in 0.01 units, 1 .0 units for angles. 
  Note:  Variables ReverseArmNorm and ReverseArmMax  are not dynamic. 
 
UNDO VARIABLE CHANGES 
  The menu UnDo or the tool bar UnDo will turn on /  off the UnDo button 
and its display of the stack number, name of the va riable, present 
variable value and old variable value to be restore d. The UnDo stack will 
store the last 99 variable changes. When the UnDo b utton is clicked, the 
last changed variable is restored to its previous v alue. Each secussive 
click will restore the next variable in the stack. If more than 99 
variable changes have been made, the UnDo button wi ll restore only the 
last 99 changes. 
 
USING REVERSE ARM NORM and REVERSE ARM MAX 
  The ReverseArmNorm dimension sets the horizontal dimension that the top 
of the reverse arm moves from mid gear to normal fu ll gear forward or 
reverse. The FWD and REV buttons move the reverse a rm from mid gear to 
normal full gear forward or reverse. The Sine, Oval  and Steam diagrams 
also use this dimension to draw the forward and rev erse plots and also 
the mid gear plot. Other reverse arm positions can be plotted by entering 
reverse arm positions in the enterance table. The P orts diagram uses the 
ReverseArmNorm for the Normal Blue line near the to p of the diagram. 
  The ReverseArmMax sets the the limits of the reve rse arm slide bar at 
some dimension equal to or greater than the Reverse ArmNorm dimension. It 
also sets the maximum at the top of the Ports diagr am. This over travel 
would show any problem with valve movement if the m otion has a mechanical 
problem beyound the normal limit. 
 
DRIVER ANGLE 
  The driver angle can be set to any angle using th e menu Setup / 
SetDriverAngle Box, or the Driver Angle Tool on the  Tool Bar. When the 
driver is stopped the DriverAngle scroll bar moves the driver angle from 
40 degrees below 0 degrees to 40 degrees above 360 degrees. The end 
buttons move the driver in small increments equal t o the setting of the 
Step Angle Scroll Bar. 
 



STEP ANGLE 
  The step angle can be set to any increment from 0 .01 degrees to 45.0 
degrees using the menu Setup / SetStepAngle Box or the StepAngle Tool on 
the tool bar. The StepAngle scroll bar will set the  step angle to  
predetermined values between 0.01 degrees and 45.0 degrees. 
 
STEAM DISPLAY AND EXHAUST SOUND 
  If the step angle is greater than 10 degrees, the  exhaust sound beat 
could be very uneven or absent due to the large ste p. The step not 
coinciding with the opening of the exhaust port. Th e sound beat is 
produced at the first step after the exhaust port o pens. Also since 
Windows takes controll of the system, mouse movemen t has an effect on the 
exhaust sound beat. 
 
PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS 
  To print the instructions start at the desktop. S elect Start / Programs 
/ Accessories / WordPad / File / Open.  Navigate to  the folder containing 
the Valve Gear programs. Select  Instruct.doc and o pen. Select File / 
Print. 
 
PRINTING A SCREEN 
  To print a screen first select the desired screen . If the screen is the 
motion screen, select Stop and set its position as desired, driver angle, 
reverse arm position, pan and zoom, screen data off , etc. Select Alt - 
PrintScrn. This places the screen into the ClipBoar d. From the desktop 
select Start / Programs / Accessories / Paint / Fil e / New / Edit / Paste 
/ Yes / File / Print / Ok.  WordPad can also be use d to print any screen 
loaded into the ClipBoard. 
 
SCALING FACTORS 
  There two scaling factors in the programs. They m ay require adjustment 
before saving the dimensional data or changing mode l scale or using 
metric dimensions or using the programs.  
  The first involves the vertical scale of the Sine  and Oval diagrams and 
can be adjusted while starting the Sine or Oval dia gram. 
  The second involves the graphics display of the d imensions in the 
dimensional menus using the small button. If scale or the unit of 
measurement has been changed, the graphics display of the dimension moves 
off screen. Go to EditDimensions / SetGraphicZoom  to adjust the zoom 
factor. Then check the graphics display of several dimensions. 
 
USING DRAW LINES AND CIRCLES 
  The intent of this function is to draw points of interference on the 
valve gear motion screen so one sees this interfere nce while laying out 
the valve gear. Only a few types of lines can be dr awn. 
  The function uses the Reference Points as its bas ic input. To draw a 
line on the screen click ReferencePoints. Position the cursor on the 
screen for the begining of the line. Use the left m ouse button to click 
the begining of the line. Position the cursor for t he end of the line. 
Use the right mouse button to click the end of the line. Click 
DrawLinesCircles. The DrawLinesCircles dialog box w ill appear. Click Type 
Line. Click desired color. Click Referenced to 0,0.  Click DrawClose. The 
graphics motion is then returned, showing the line.  



  The reference points can also be set using the re ference point slide 
bars or the SetUp/SetRefPoints dialog box. 
  This line is placed on the screen with both ends referenced to the 0,0 
point (main driver center). The line does not move with any pivots. 
  Using Type Line, Referenced to Pivot1  will draw a line with both ends 
of the line referenced to the selected pivot. When a Pivot is the 
Referenced condition, the program will return to th e graphic motion 
screen so a pivot can be selected. Use the left mou se button to select 
the pivot. The motion should be stopped and adjuste d so the desired pivot 
is clear of other pivots. After the pivot has been selected the progam 
will return to the DrawLinesCircles dialog box for final action. Both 
ends of the line will move in a horizontal/vertical  motion following the 
selected pivot point, not in an angular motion. 
  Using Type Line, Referenced to Piv1/0,0  will dra w a line with the 
beginning of the line referenced to the selected pi vot point using left 
mouse button and the end of the line referenced to the 0,0 point using 
the right mouse button. 
  Using Type Line, Referenced to Piv1/Piv2  will dr aw a line with the 
beginning of the line referenced to the first selec ted pivot point using 
the left mouse button and the end of the line refer enced to the second 
selected pivot point using the right mouse button. 
  Using Type Circle, Referenced to 0,0  will draw a  circle with its 
center at the reference point using the left mouse button. The center of 
the circle is referenced to the 0,0 point. The circ umference of the 
circle will pass thru the point using the right mou se button. The radius 
of the circle is the distance between the two refer ence points. 
  Using Type Circle, Referenced to Pivot1  will dra w a circle with its 
center at the reference point using the left mouse button. The center of 
the circle is referenced to the selected pivot. The  radius of the circle 
is the distance between the two reference points. 
  NOTE TypeCircle and Referenced to Piv1/0.0 or Piv 1/Piv2 are not valid 
circles. 
  Dimensions can be changed in the table of dimensi ons. These dimensions 
are referenced to the selected reference point for that line or circle. 
Use Close to return to the graphic motion. 
  To place lines and circles at exact dimensions, i t is easier to place 
them in their approximate position using the mouse pointer, Then reenter 
the DrawLinesCircles dialog box and change the dime nsions to the final 
value in the table of dimensions. 
  CAUTION The HighLighted Line must be on a blank l ine for entering new 
information or on the desired line for clearing a l ine. To change click 
the desired item number at the left of the line. 
  To clear an item, click on the item number, then click ClearLine. Use 
Close to return to the graphic motion. 
  There is a demo file that can be loaded in the A.  J. Stevens 1885 valve 
gear showing some drivers, frame, crosshead and the ir relation to the 
valve gear. 
 
USING PIVOT DATA 
  Pivot Data will display the XY coordinates of up to 6 pivot points on 
the screen. On some of the programs some other poin ts are also included 
but are not marked. Selecting PivotData from the ma in menu or the icon on 
the tool bar will turn on the Reference Points and the Pivot Data. Using 
the L Mouse pick one of the six line numbers. The V ert Horz will turn on 



displaying 0.000. Next pick a pivot. The program wi ll select the closest 
pivot. If pivots are too close, stop the motion and  zoom in on the 
desired pivot. Picking the same number will overwri te the first pick on 
that number. The selected pivot will be labled with  the line number. The 
XY coordinates are displayed in the Vert Horz colum ns and are the 
dimensions from the main driver 0,0. If two adjacen tline numbers are 
used, a 5th dimension will appear to the right of t he XY dimentions and 
is the dimention between the two selected pivots.  
  The PivotData button below the screen data will t urn on a table which 
will display all selected pivot data for one valve gear cycle. The cycle 
starts at 0 degrees and ends at 360 degrees using t he step angle as its 
increment. A step angles of less than 1 degree will  not be a complete 
cycle. The mouse can be used to select portions of the table or using the 
menu Edit SelectAll will select the complete table.  The Edit Copy will 
then copy the table to the ClipBoard. Or R Mouse wi ll also bring up 
SelectAll and Copy. 
 
 
 
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 
 
 
ADMISSION   The time when the valve opens a port to  admit steam to the 
cylinder. 
 
BACK SET    The amount of  distance one end of a le ver is moved sideways 
so the angle between the two sections is not 180 de grees. The back set is 
at 90 degrees from the original lever. The end stay s at the same length. 
The diagonal increases and is not the end length di mension. The diagonal 
is shown in the motion because it is between the tw o pivots. If the 
diagonal is the important dimension and is to be ke pt constant then the 
end length must be reduced. 
 
BELL CRANK  An item having two arms and three pivot s. The arms are at or 
close to a 90 degree angle. The pivot at the corner  is a pivot fixed to 
the frame. It is used to change horizontal motion t o vertical motion or 
vice versa. 
 
COMBINATION LEVER  A lever used on Walschaert and B aker Gears to add 
additional motion from the crosshead to the primary  motion of other valve 
gear parts. The upper section is short with respect  to the lower section.    
 
COMPRESSION  The time after the valve closes the ex haust port to the time 
the valve opens the steam port. 
 
COUPLER   Another name for a Rod or Link. 
 
CROSSHEAD   A block fastened to the piston rod and sliding on several 
bars. Its purpose is to keep the piston centered in  the cylinder bore as 
the piston moves. The bars are fixed to the cylinde r and the frame and 
are parallel to the cylinder bore. 
 
CUTOFF  The point when the steam valve closes and s tops steam from 
entering the cylinder. 



 
CUTOFF PERCENT  The percent of piston travel starti ng at the end of the 
cylinder where steam entered the cylinder to the pi ston position at 
cutoff. 
 
DROP LINK  The extension fixed to the crosshead and  connects to the union 
link. It has only one pivot. 
 
ECCENTRIC  A circular item mounted off center on a shaft.  
 
ECCENTRIC CIRCLE  The diameter discribed by the cen ter of the eccentric. 
The total throw of the eccentric. 
 
ECCENTRIC DIAMETER   The diameter of the eccentric.  
 
ECCENTRIC ROD  The rod driven by an eccentric. 
 
EXHAUST  Steam leaving the cylinder. 
 
EXHAUST CLEARANCE The negative of Exhaust Lap. 
 
EXHAUST LAP or negative exhaust clearance   With th e valve centered over 
the ports of the cylinder, this is the dimension of  the valve that is 
still closing the cylinder ports on the exhaust sid e of the valve. The 
valve must move this dimension to start opening an exhaust port. 
 
EXPANSION   The time just after admission when the valve closes to the 
time when the valve opens the exhaust port. 
 
EXPANSION LINK    The item on some gears that is a curved arc or straight 
and is used with a sliding block to adjust the stea m cutoff of the gear. 
Often referred to as LINK. 
 
GEAR or VALVE GEAR    The items connected together to create the motion 
for the valve that admits the steam to the cylinder  to drive the piston 
and to release the used steam or exhaust from the c ylinder. 
 
LAP or STEAM LAP  With the valve centered over the ports of the cylinder, 
this is the dimension of the valve that is still cl osing the cylinder 
ports on the steam side of the valve. The valve mus t move this dimension 
to start opening a steam port. 
 
LEAD   The amount the valve is open for steam when the piston is at top 
dead center. Also the point at the end of compressi on and beginning of 
admission. 
 
LEVER  An item having two arms and three pivots. Th e arms are at or close 
to 180 degrees. It is used to change the direction of motion, change the 
ratio of the motions or to combine two motions. 
 
LIFTING ARM   The item is the horizontal part of a bellcrank with the 
vertical part being the reverse arm. It is used wit h a lifting link to 
change the position of the link block to change the   steam cutoff of the 
gear. 



 
LIFTING LINK  The item connected to the end of the lifting arm and is 
used to lift or change the position of the expansio n link block or other 
levers, changing the valve gear cutoff. 
 
LINK  An item that has a pivot at each end and is s hort. Link also refers 
to the expansion Link. 
 
MAIN ROD     The item connecting the Main Driver Cr ank Pin to the Cross 
Head pivot. 
 
OFFSET    Back set.  
 
PISTON ROD  The shaft connected to the Piston insid e the cylinder 
extending thru the packing and fixed to the Cross H ead.  
 
PORT  An opening to a passage way on the cylinder t o allow steam or 
exhaust to pass depenting on the position of the va lve. 
 
REACH ROD    The item connecting the Reverse Lever in the cab to the 
Reverse Arm. 
 
RELEASE   The point at the end of expansion and beg inning of exhaust.   
 
REVERSE ARM   The item is the vertical part of a Be llcrank with the 
lifting arm.  
 
REVERSE ARM TO CENTER NORM   The horizontal distanc e the Reverse Arm 
would normally move fron mid gear to full gear sett ing.  
 
REVERSE ARM TO CENTER MAX   The horizontal distance  the Reverse Arm could 
move beyond the normal to show any eratic motiion o f the gear. Also if 
the reverse and forward are not the same dimension,  it can be used for 
the greater movement. 
 
REVERSE LEVER       The lever in the cab of the loc omotive used to change 
the valve gear to forward or reverse motion. In the  US it is also called 
a Johnson Bar. It required the strength of a large strong man called 
Johnson. 
 
ROCKER An item having two arms and three pivots. Th e arms are at or close 
to 180 degrees. Normally the center pivot is fixed to the frame. Its 
normal function is to change forward motiion into r everse motion. Some 
rockers are used to change distance moved and have an end pivot fixed to 
the frame. 
 
ROD  An item that has a pivot at each end and is lo ng. 
 
STROKE  The distance traveled by the Piston. The di ameter of the circle 
traveled by the main crank pin.  
 
TOP DEAD CENTER   The position of the piston when i t is at either extreme 
end of its travel in the cylinder.  
 



UNION LINK   The item connected to the cross head d rop link and to the 
bottom of the combination lever. 
 
VALVE ROD  The item connected to a Valve Stem and t he driving parts of 
the valve gear. 
 
VALVE STEM   The shaft connected to the valve insid e the valve chamber 
extending thru the packing and connected to a Valve  Rod or Combination 
Lever. 
 
 
 


